
Evidence for Evolution

Do Now: What does evolve mean?

Introduction Video Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpfAZaVhx3k


Investigative Phenomenon:
Interpret what you see in the chart below.



Charles Darwin

Scientist Physician Explorer

Monk Rebel

Who came up with the Theory of 

Evolution?



Simple changes lead to variations. Over time, 

these variations can add up to produce a big 

change.
 Example:  The evolution of the modern horse



A variation is a characteristic that is 

different from other characteristics 

around.

Example: Some humans can roll their 

tongue, others cannot. These are 

variations in the genes in our tongue.



Natural Selection-

Organisms that

are better suited

to their environment

produce more offspring

than others.

Example:

Giraffes with long necks.



a process called 



 Darwin traveled to the Galapagos Islands.

 He was on a ship called The Beagle.

 He kept a diary of all of the organisms he thought were 

interesting on his journey.







Galapagos 

Tortoise

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eA2S2eEMc7Y


Galapagos 

Lizard

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO_9zm9tsCs


Galapagos Blue Footed 

Booby

Blue Footed Booby 

Dance

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z922by9_6Fw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYmzdvMoUUA




 Darwin saw birds that all looked different.

 He took samples back home and asked a bird expert what 

species each one was.

 The bird expert told Darwin that they were all finches!

 All of the birds were different species of finch.



 The finches looked like species of finch that are found on 

the mainland of South America, but they had slight 

differences.

 Darwin came up with the Theory of Evolution:

Descent with modification OR 

change over time



Scientists have found 6 pieces of evidence to support 

that evolution occurs.

1. DNA

2. Fossils

3. Homologous Structures

4. Vestigial Structures

5. Embryology

6. Direct Evidence



 Nucleotides A, T, G, C  are in all living organisms.

 The genetic code overlaps a lot in recently 

related species. 

 And the genetic code overlaps a little in distantly 

related species.

 Life on Earth appears to descend from a 

common ancestor.

Ebola

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRv19gkZ4E0


Gel Electrophoresis

• Gel Electrophoresis is used to 

separate DNA fragments.

• The fragments form bands.

• The more bands in common, 

the more similar the DNA 

and the more closely 

related the organism.



Dinosaur Evolution

Fossil Evidence, Relative/Radioactive Dating

Tiktalik

• Fossils are the solidified remains of once living 

organisms.

• Older fossils are found deeper in the ground. More 

recent fossils are closer to the surface. 

• When fossils are arranged according to their age, they 

show progression over time. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liDSmW1AfBo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPiw1nH4NZM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOKW_7KajCU




Fossil Record



 Structures of related 

organisms have very 

similar bones and 

arrangements of bones.

 The related organisms 

evolved from a common 

ancestor.



Do you see the 6 different bones in each 

anatomical (body) structure?



Organisms that are 

more closely related 

have similar 

anatomical (body) 

structures.



Comparative 

Anatomy –

Dinosaurs with 
crocodiles



Comparative 

Anatomy –

Dinosaurs with 
crocodiles



 Structures that don’t have a 

function anymore

Examples in Humans:

 Appendix

 Wisdom Teeth

 Tailbone

Appendix







Animal 

Vestigial 

Structures:



Organisms share similar structures as embryos

Organisms with similar structures in early life must 

have similarities in their genetic codes. 





We have seen evolution occur directly, right before 

our eyes.

Example:

Bacterial 

Infection

Antibiotics Taken. 

Most bacteria 

die, some  

resistant bacteria 

live.

Bacteria that are 

resistant to the 

antibiotic 

reproduce.




